Abstract: Acousticmicroscopyhasbeenused for decades in materials science and non-destructive testing. Its use in the biological sciences has been limited In addition to its capacity for imaging with resolutions of tens of micrometers there are the advantages of examining unfixed, unstained specimens and producing volumetric data sets from intact blocks of tissue. These features allow pathologists to examine the morphology of specimens in addition to their microstructure. A mechanically scanned single element 50 MHz microscope has been constructed. It is designed to scan tissue sampIes in vjtro in 2D and 3D linear and compound modes. Tissue samples from fetal lung have been scanned as specimens of 5mm cube and the resolution obtained has been of the order of 50 ym. TRODUCTION me majority of attempts that have been made to investigate the microscopic structure of tissues using acoustic waves have employed fr~encies in the range from Several hundrd megaheti to Seved gigaheti so as to offer Me opportmdty to image and andyse materiaJs with resolutions which approach or exceed those obtaind with optical microscopy. These techniques yield excellent deti bu% as a con~ertee of the extremely high frequencies involvd pcnetmtion is limitd by attenuation to the extent that the images are of thin dims or very near surface fatures.
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The property of acoustic waves to penetrate materials which are optimlly opaque allows the investigation of structures within intact samples and enables three~mensioti representation without the need for sample sectioning and preparation. h principle, fresh, urtstain@ whole tissue samples codd be used and the diffidties of uneven staining slice dimortion and registration, associated with optiml techniques, avoiti Sin& resolution is direetly related to fr~en~, there is a trade~ff between resolution and penetration which introduces tie concept of the reqniti de of investigation. If the @ement is to examine spimens at a ce~dar level then very high tdtrasound frequencies are neces~, however, if interest ties in larger strum fmtures, Men the potential advantages of dtrasound scmming at lower fr~encies are considerable.
Seved groups have been wofing in the sub100 megahe~~ency range where resolutions of tens of micrometers are combined with penetration of a few millimeters (1). At -encies close to 100~, the applications have been to do with the tin and eyes. In the 20-40~range, larger intravasetdar mctures have been examined using intravasctdar tdtrasound probes within blood vessels.
Most work in the lower fr~encies has &n directd to in vivo appli=tions; removing this con-t md @ng in vitio can be jtied for many situations and leads to a significant improvement in the potenp erformance of acoustic deviees. The nature of acoustic wave interactions with tissues ties the generation of spatially accurate images from scattered waves far from straightforward the ability to investigate a sampk horn mdtiple orientations offers many prmssing possibilities. EQ~MENT An acoustic microimaging system has been constructed to generate accurate images of*-features in the range of about 50 w within 5 mm cube samples. The -nning acoustic microscope employs meehanid arming of sin@e element, f50~transducers. In addition to lated and vertical transl~on of the transduwrs, the rnicroimager incorporates a facility for sample rotation. This additional seating axis increases the flexibility of data @sition and allows evaluation of the potential benefits of procedures such as computed tomographic reconstruction and spatial compounding.
The single element transducers are tightly focused so that there is considerable variation of lateral resolution along the beam path, an effect which is clearly demonstrated on single angle pulse-echo images. The flexibility of scan modes means that this effect can be addressed in several ways. Rescanning at a constant angle with the focus positioned at a variety of different depths and only information from the focal zone being used to form the final image is one possibility. However, this method, while significantly improving image quality, suffers from the problem that only structures aligned perpendicularly to the incident beam produce strongly detected echoes. Multidirectional scanning coupled with compound image generation reduces this effect since the influences of structure orientation within the object are included. An additional benefit of multi-angle insolation and compound image formation is the reduction in levels of image speckle that accompany the averaging procedure. The &@ were reformatted at the four levels indicated to produm the orthogoti dons illustrate on the right. This data set can also be used to generate three dimensional representations.
DISCUSSION
we problems associated with acoustic microimaging techniques have been investigated. k order to produm images which are sufficiently spatially accurate to investigate the morphologicrd relationships betwwn structures, registration in all three plmes within the tissue volume must be accurate. As with dl other acoustic ima@ng @hniques, physical effects such as refraction bruit these positional certainties and it is these factors which need to be addressed to improve volumetric &ta quality. One approack that of using the -of sound info~tion to correct for re~ctiou is limited sin~one pair of singe element transducers is not well suiti to performing both reflection and transmission a@sition.
A Werent approach is the conmpt of locahsed image compounding where the refmction corrections are detetid from the mdti-an@e reflection imaga orientation and position of reflmting structures.
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